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interact with the enzyme-DNA complex at the DNA cleavage site at
the protein-DNA interface (4, 11, 23). This hypothesis has strongly
been supported by a study that used an azido analogue of amsacnne,
which cross-linked to DNA bases adjacent to the point of cleavage
only in the presence of the target topoisomerase (24). Three categories
of topoisomerase II poisons can be distinguished based on their
sequence specificities. In the first group, poisons such as anthracy
dines and demethybepipodophylbotoxins (teniposide and etoposide)
impart drug-specific base preferences at position â€”1 (corresponding
to the 3' terminus of the strand cut). Bisantrene and mAMSA3 belong
to a second group of poisons that impart a base preference at position
+ 1 (corresponding to the 5' terminus of the strand cut). A third group

is represented by streptonigrin, which has a base preference at an

unusual position, +2, which is the base 3' to position + 1 (4). From
drug sequence specificities and physicochemical parameters of DNA
drug interactions, we have recently proposed a model of the ternary
DNA-drug-topoisomerase II complex, according to which compounds
of these three groups have overlapping receptor sites at the protein
DNA interface (4, 14). Consequently, three pharmacophores for a
topoisomerase II poison have been identified that correspond to dif
ferent sequence specificities (4).

We are interested in the definition of the structural determinants of
drug sequence specificity in an effort to design novel topoisomerase

poisons that are directed against a predefined genomic locus. Several
laboratories have discovered and developed novel topoisomerase II
interacting agents that have distinct chemical structures. Interestingly,
a microbial terpenoid, clerocidin (Fig. 1), has been shown to stimulate
mammalian topoisomerase Il-mediated DNA cleavage in vitro, which
did not revert upon heat treatment (25). Clerocidin is a peculiar
molecule, because it lacks even a small planar moiety, in contrast to
almost all other known topoisomerase II poisons, and consequently is
not able to intercabate into the double helix (25).

Thus, with the present study, we aimed to identify the preferred
bases for clerocidin to stimulate DNA cleavage and the drug structural
features important for cleavage irreversibility. The results showed that
clerocidin-dependent irreversible cleavage was site selective and re

quired a guanine at position â€”1. Moreover, clerocidin in ethanol
solution underwent chemical modifications of the C-12â€”C-l5 side
chain, losing in parallel the ability to stimulate irreversible DNA
breaks. We thus propose that a specific moiety of clerocidin may react
with guanines at the â€”1 position in the ternary complex.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. Clerocidin and mAMSA were obtained from the Leo Pharma
ceutical Products (Ballerup, Denmark) and the Drug Synthesis and Chemistry
Branch, National Cancer Institute, NIH (Frederick, MD), respectively. Clero
cidin was dissolved in ethanol immediately before use (if not indicated oth

erwise) and further diluted in deionized water; mAMSA was stored in DMSO
at â€”20Â°C.Deuterated ethanol (99.8%) was purchased from Aldrich Chemical
Co. (Milwaukee, WI). Murine DNA topoisomerase II was purified from
leukemia P388 cell nuclei by published procedures (26) and stored at â€”80Â°C

3 The abbreviations used are: mAMSA, 4-(9-acridinylamino)methanesulfon-m-anisi

dide; NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance.

ABSTRACT

In contrast to other topoisomerase II poisons, the microbial terpenoid
clerocidin was shown to stimulate irreversible topoisomerase Il-mediated
DNAcleavage.To establishthestructuraldeterminantsfor drugactivity,
in this study we have investigated intensity patterns and sequence speci
ficity ofclerocidin-stimulated DNA cleavage using 5'-end 32P-labeled DNA
fragments. At a majority of the sites, clerocidin-stimulated cleavage did

not revert upon NaCl addition; nevertheless,at some sites, cleavage
completely reverted. Statistical analyses showed that drug-preferred bases
were differentin the two cases: guanineand cytosinewere highly pre
ferred at position â€”1 at irreversible and reversible sites, respectively.
These results demonstrated that cleavage irreversibility was site selective
and required a guanine at the 3' end of the cut. Further experiments
revealed that some irreversible sites showed an abnormal electrophoretic
mobility in sequencing gels with respect to cleaved bands generated by
4-(9-acndinylamino)methanesulfon-m-anisidide, suggesting a chemical al
teration of the DNA strand. Interestingly, the ability to stimulate irrevers
ible cleavage progressivelydecreasedover time when clerocidinwas
stored in ethanol. Under these conditions, nuclear magnetic resonance
measurements demonstrated that the drug underwent structural modifi
cations that involved the C-12â€”C-15side chain. Thus, the results indicate
that a specificmoietyof clerocidinmay reactwith the DNA(guanineat
â€”1) in the ternary complex, resulting in cleavage irreversibility and in

altered DNA mobility in sequencing gels.

INTRODUCTION

Several drugs widely used in therapy of human cancers, including
anthracycbines, acridines, and demethylepipodophyllotoxins, exert
their biological activity by poisoning type II DNA topoisomerases
(1â€”4).These proteins belong to a family of ubiquitous and highly
conserved enzymes that regulate DNA topology in prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells (5â€”8).Type II topoisomerases change DNA topology
by making reversible double-stranded DNA breaks, in which tyrosyb
residues become covabently linked to 5'-end DNA phosphoric groups

(5, 6, 9). Antitumor compounds stabilize a cleavable DNA-enzyme

complex, thus resulting in DNA cleavage and cytotoxic activities. The
antitumor poisons of different chemical classes stimulate DNA cleav
age in a sequence-selective manner, resulting in drug-specific cleav
age intensity patterns in sequencing gels (1â€”4).Recently, we showed
that topoisomerase II DNA cleavage in nuclear chromatin of living
cells was highly heterogeneous, relative to the localization, extent, and
reversibility (10). The chemical nature of the poison used, which
maintained in vivo the same sequence specificity as it had in vitro, was
an important factor determining the observed heterogeneity.

Several studies revealed that specific nucleotides flanking the
strand cuts are required for drug stimulation of topoisomerase II DNA
cleavage (I 1â€”22).These observations indicated that the drug must
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IRREVERSIBLE AND REVERSIBLE DNA CLEAVAGE BY CLEROCIDIN

washed and seeded in drug-free medium. Seventy-two h later, cell survival was

determined by cell counting with a Coulter counter (Coulter Electronics, Ltd.,
Luton, United Kingdom).

RESULTS

Sequence-specific Irreversibility of Topoisomerase II DNA
Cleavage Stimulated by Clerocidin. Intensity patterns of DNA
cleavage stimulated by clerocidin (Fig. 1) were studied using 5'-end
32P-labeled SV4O DNA fragments and compared to those of other
known topoisomerase II poisons. Cleavage patterns were specific for
clerocidin in this assay (Fig. 2 and data not shown). For instance,
many of the observed clerocidin-stimulated cuts were not stimulated
by mAMSA (Fig. 2, sites 2576, 2620, 2640, 2501 , 2464, and 2447),
suggesting that their sequence specificities were substantially distinct.
The test poison was less potent than mAMSA, VM-26, and doxoru
bicin, because cleavage levels at 25 ,.LMclerocidin were comparable to
those at 10 @.tMmAMSA, 10 p.MVM-26, and 1 @LMdoxorubicin (Fig.
2 and data not shown). DNA cleavage was mapped in both strands to
nucleotides 2401â€”2520,2630â€”2700, and 1680â€”1880of SV4O. Of a
total of 51 strand cuts sequenced, 19 (37%) lacked a 4-bp staggered
break on the complementary strand. This could result either from true
single-stranded cleavage or from undetectable cleavage on the com

plementary strand.
We also determined DNA cleavage formation from 5 to 60 mm

(Fig. 14). The intensity of all the sites stimulated by clerocidin
increased over time and did not reach a plateau, in contrast to previous
findings using classical topoisomerase II poisons (27). Subsequently,
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Fig. 1. Chemical structure of clerocidin in the cyclic hemiacetal form.

in 20 mM @2PÂ°4@pH 7.0, 50% glycerol, 0.5 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl

fluoride, 0.1 mMEDTA, and 1 nmi j3-mercaptoethanol.SV4O,14 polynucle
otide kinase, and polyacrylamide were purchased from Life Technologies, Inc.
(Basel, Switzerland). Restriction enzymes and calf thymus phosphatase were
purchased from New England Biolabs (Taunus, Germany) or MB! Fermentas
(Milan, Italy). [â€˜y-32PJATPwas purchased from Amersham International (Mi
lan, Italy).

5'-End Labeling of SV4O DNA Fragments and DNA Cleavage Assay.
DNA fragments were prepared as described previously (I 1, 14).Briefly, SV4O
DNA was digested with a restriction enzyme and then treated with calf
intestinal phosphatase under the conditions recommended by the supplier.
Then, DNA fragments were 5'-end 32P-labeledwith T4 kinase (10â€”15units)
in 25 @.slof 70 mM Tris-HC1, pH 7.6, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM DY!', and 0.1â€”0.2

mCi of [â€˜y-32P]ATPfor I h at 37Â°C.DNA was further digested with a second
restriction enzyme, and uniquely 5'-end labeled fragments were purified by
agarose gel electrophoresis and electroelution. DNA was reacted with 100
units of topoisomerase II and drugs in 40 mMTris-HC1,pH 7.5, 80 nmi KC1,
10 msi MgC12,5 mMDli', 1 mr@iATP, and 15 @g/mlBSA for the indicated
time periods at 37Â°C. Cleavage reversal was assessed by the addition of 0.6 M

NaC1 to the sample after 20 mm of cleavage reaction and incubation for a
further 10-mm period. All reactions were stopped with 1% SDS and 0.1 mg/ml

proteinase K for 45 mm at 42Â°C. DNA was finally ethanol precipitated,

resuspended in 80% formamide, 10 mM NaOH, and 1 mrst EDTA, heated at
; 90Â°C for 2 mm, chilled on ice, and loaded onto a 8% denaturing polyacryl

amide gel. DNA cleavage levels were determined with a Phosphorlmager
(Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA) analyses.

Statistical Tests. The statistical tests used were as described previously
(I 1). Briefly, the@ one-sample test was used to determine the deviation from
the expected base distribution at each position of the aligned sequences, and
measurements of the probability (P) of the observed deviation from the
expected base frequency were used to determine base preferences or exclu
sions. The opposite value of the logarithm of P. â€”log(P), is reported for each

base at each position around the cleavage site. The nucleotide sequence of
SV4ODNA was in agreement with GenBank accession no. J02400.

NMRStudies. Clerocidinwasdissolvedin deuteratedethanol,andNMR
determinations were performed either immediately or after different time
periods of storage in the dark at room temperature.@ H and â€˜3C NMR spectra

were recorded using a 200-MHz Varian Gemini spectrometer. For kinetic
studies, the spectrum of an ethanolic solution of clerocidin was recorded once
a day for 7 weeks, and the integrals were plotted against time to monitor
chemical changes of the drug molecule.

Cytotoxicity Tests. The human ovarian cancer IGROV and leukemia
HL6Ocell lines were used to determine drug cytotoxic potencies. Cells were
treated with different drug concentrations for 1 h at 37Â°C,and then cells were
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Fig. 2. Clerocidin-stimulated topoisomerase II DNA cleavage at the termination region
of the SV4Ogenome. DNA fragments were labeled at the BamHI site (position 2533 in the
SV4Ogenome). A, coding strand of late mRNAs; B, coding strand of early mRNAs. C,
control DNA; T, topoisomerase II without drug; M, punne markers; mAMSA,enzyme and
mAMSA; CLERO,enzyme and clerocidin. Drug concentrations are indicated at the top of
the lanes. Following 20 mm of incubation, samples were stopped with SDS and proteinase
K before ( â€”lanes) or after salt addition and further 10-mm incubation (+ lanes). A,
CLERO samples were incubated for 5. 10, 30, and 60 mm (left to right). Numbers and
arrows, genomic positions of selected cleavage sites. *, contaminating fragment. Note that
site 2626 was not a site stimulated by clerocidin.
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IRREVERSIBLE AND REVERSIBLE DNA CLEAVAGE BY CLEROCIDIN

IRREVERSIBLE CLEAVAGE SITES

POSITION FROM THE CLEAVAGESITE

which is the base requirement for mAMSA (13), may explain the very
limited number of sites stimulated by both clerocidin and mAMSA
(Fig. 2).

Interestingly, for the set of 45 reversible sites, local base prefer
ences were different (Fig. 4). Biased nucleotide distributions were
mainly present at â€”1 and +5 positions (Fig. 4A); however, cytosines
were the preferred bases at both positions (Fig. 4B). Therefore, the
reversible cleavage sites showed an asymmetric base preference, with
cytosines (instead of guanines) preferred at position â€”I . We calcu
bated that 50% of the single-stranded cleavage sites were reversible,
6% of double-stranded sites were reversible at both strands, and 31%

of double-stranded sites were irreversible only at one of the two strand
cuts. Therefore, almost one-third of the double-stranded cleavage
showed a heterogeneous behavior of the two cuts in their salt revers
ibility, explaining, at least in part, the asymmetric base preferences at
positions â€”1 and +5 of the reversible sites (Fig. 4).

These results demonstrated that local base preferences were differ
ent and dependent on the reversibility/irreversibility of the cleavage,
with guanines highly preferred at the 3' ends of strand cuts of
salt-resistant sites.

Abnormal Electrophoretic Migration of Some Clerocidin
cleaved DNA Fragments. During the cleavage sequencing expen
ments, we observed that some clerocidin-cleaved DNA fragments had
an abnormal migration with respect to mAMSA-cleaved fragments
(Fig. 5). The abnormal electrophoretic migration was detected only
for short DNA fragments. Commonly, topoisomerase Il-generated
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Fig. 3. Base preferences at the site of irreversible topoisomerase II
DNA cleavage stimulated by clerocidin. The sequences of 99 sites were
analyzed with the @2one-sample test (left) and probability calculation of
the observed base frequencies (right). y@values indicate deviation from
the expected distribution of base frequencies in SV4O DNA (for
P = 0.05 and 0.01, s@'values were 5.99 and I 1.34, respectively).
â€”log(P)values above and below the zero line indicate the probability of
observing that deviation or more, as either excess or deficiency, respec
tively, relative to the expected frequency ofeach base (A T 29.6%;
G = C = 20.4%). On the abscissa axis, 0 indicates the observed cleaved
DNA bond.

cleavage reversibility upon salt addition was investigated. DNA,
topoisomerase II, and drug were incubated for 20 mm at 37Â°C;then,
0.6 M NaCl was added, and incubation was continued for 10 mm.
Under these conditions, all the sites stimulated by mAMSA were
almost completely reverted (Fig. 2). In contrast, clerocidin-stimulated
DNA cleavage did not revert at many sites (see, for instance, Fig. 2,
sites 2576, 2600, 2640, and 2403). Nevertheless, this was not a
general phenomenon, because clerocidin-stimulated cleavage reverted
partially at site 2620 and completely at sites 2495 and 2464 (Fig. 2).
One may note that in the same DNA fragment, site 2626, which is not
stimulated by clerocidin, was completely reversible after incubation
with salt and also showed a decrease of its cleavage level over
incubation time (Fig. 2A, site 2626). These findings demonstrated that
the irreversibility of clerocidin-stimulated DNA cleavage was site
selective.

Base Preferences of Clerocidin Stimulation of DNA Cleavage.
We collected 99 and 45 sites in which cleavage was irreversible and
reversible, respectively, upon salt addition. Then, base sequences of
these two sets of sites were analyzed by statistical tests (1 1).

In the case of the irreversible sites, the x@test indicated that base
distributions at positions â€”I and +5 were highly nonrandom, and

very strong preferences for guanines and cytosines were consistently
found at positions â€”1 and +5, respectively (Fig. 3). Only 15 of 99
irreversible sites lacked a guanine at both the â€”1 positions. Moreover,
adenines were excluded at positions â€”1 and + 1, and thymines were
excluded at position +5. The exclusion of adenines at + 1 positions,

REVERSIBLE CLEAVAGE SITES
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Fig. 4. Base preferences at the site of reversible topoisomerase II
DNA cleavage stimulated by clerocidin. Forty-four reversible sites were
collected, and their sequences were analyzed as described in the legend
toFig.3.

POSITION FROM THE CLEAVAGE SITE
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IRREVERSIBLEANDREVERSIBLEDNACLEAVAGEBY CLEROCIDIN

clerocidin (Fig. 7) was characterized by the following peaks [6 in ppm
(number of protons, multiplicity, J in Hz, and position)]: 0.94 (3H, s,
CH3-20); 1.03 (3H, d, J = 7.0, CH3-l7); 1.23 (3H, s, CH3-l9);
1.3â€”2.5(9H, m, CH2-l, CH2-2, CH2-6, CH2-7, CH-lO); 2.68 (lH, d,
J = 5.4, CH2-16); 3.17 (1H, d, J 5.4, CH2-l6); 3.44 (3H, s, OCH3);
4.52 (lH, dd, J = 7.4, CH-l2), 5.17 (lH, s, CH-15); 6.67 (lH, t,
J = 6.7, CH-3); and 9.27 (lH, s, CHO-l8). These assignments were
made by double-irradiation experiments. They agreed with partial data
available in the literature on clerocidin and similar compounds, such

as terpentecin and UTC4B (29) or spirocardins (30). It should be
noted that roughly only one aldehydic proton (CHO-18) could be
detected at 9.27 ppm (Fig. 7), which suggested that almost all of the
CHO-l5 was involved in intramolecular hemiacetal formation with
OH-l2 (Fig. 1).

On standing at room temperature for 7 weeks, the NMR spectrum
of clerocidin dissolved in ethanol slowly underwent major changes in
the 5.2â€”2.6ppm range (Fig. 8). All modifications were located only at

A

B

Fig. 5. Abnormal electrophoretic mobility of clerocidin-cleaved DNA fragments rel
ative to purine molecular weight markers. SV4O DNA was labeled at the BamHl site. A
and B, upper and lower strands of SV4O,respectively. C, control DNA; T, topoisomerase
H without cirog; CLERO, 25 @zMclerocidin; mAMSA, dnig at 10 ; M, purine mark
era. â€”and +, before and after the addition of 0.6 MNaCI, respectively. Right, relevant
nucleotide sequences; numbers correspond to the SV4Ogenomic position.

DNA fragments show a mobility difference relative to those generated
by the Maxam-Gilbert purine degradation method (Ref. 28; Fig. 5,
lanes mAMSA). In Fig. 5A, DNA fragments were about 15 bases long,
and in such cases, the topoisomerase-generated fragments migrated
1.5 nucleotides less than the corresponding marker fragments. In Fig.
5B, the reduction in mobility was approximately one-half of a nude
otide, because DNA fragments were approximately 50 bases long.
mAMSA stimulated cleavage at sites 2499, 2483, and 2478, all of
which were reversible and showed the expected nucleotide shifts
relative to the purine markers (Fig. 5). In contrast, clerocidin-stimu
lated sites 2551 and 2483 did not show the expected nucleotide shift
and were irreversible. However, the reversible clerocidin-stimulated
site 2478 did show the expected nucleotide shift (Fig. 5). Therefore,
a detailed evaluation of the migration of these and other clerocidin
cleaved DNA fragments documented that irreversible sites often cor
responded to bands that migrated abnormally in the gel (i.e., no
nucleotide shift relative to the purine markers), whereas reversible
sites and those stimulated by mAMSA generated bands with the
expected mobility shift. This may suggest that a chemical modifica
tion of the DNA fragment in the ternary complex specifically occurred
with clerocidin, abolishing the base shift relative to the purine
markers.

Structural Modifications and Partial Inactivation of Clerocidin
in Ethanol Solution. The irreversibility of clerocidin-stimulated
DNA cleavage was progressively lost over time upon drug storage in
ethanol solution at â€”20Â°C(Fig. 6). By Phosphorlmager analysis,
cleavage levels were determined at 10 sites before and after salt
addition, and the extent of irreversible cleavage was then calculated.
At these sites, cleavage levels did not decrease upon salt addition
when the drug was dissolved in ethanol immediately before use,

whereas 23 and 41% of cleavage was resealed when the drug was
dissolved 1 week and 1 month, respectively, before the experiment
(Fig. 6). These fmdings suggested that clerocidin molecules may be
partially inactivated after storage in ethanol solution.

To understand whether any functional group of the drug molecule
was changed during storage in ethanol, NMR spectra of clerocidin
were determined. The NMR spectrum of freshly ethanol-dissolved
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Fig. 6. Percentages of irreversible cleavage by clerocidin stored in ethanol. Levels of
cleaved DNA in the presence of the poison were determined by Phosphorlmager analysis
at 10 sites before and following addition of 0.6 si NaCI. Columns, average levels of
irreversible cleavage after the indicated days of clerocidin storage in ethanol solution at
â€”20Â°C;bars, SD.
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Fig. 7. The complete â€˜HNMR spectrum of a fresh solution of clerocidin in deuterated
ethanol.
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Cytotoxic potency IC@(.tM)Poison

HL6OIGROVClerocidin

6.0 Â±2.8 5.0 Â±1.4Doxorubicin
0.55 Â±0.14 0.80 Â±0.26VM-26
0.70 Â±0.10NDbStreptonigrin

0.025NDa

IC50 values (means Â± SE of 2â€”4 independent determinations) are drug concentra

tions required for 50% cell growth inhibition following drug exposure for 1 h.
b ND, not determined.

IRREVERSIBLEANDREVERSIBLEDNACLEAVAGEBY CLEROCIDIN

Clerocidin is the first compound known to form irreversible ternary
complexes with eukaryotic topoisomerase II and DNA. In the present
study, we demonstrate that the irreversibility of cleavage is site
selective, requires a guanine at position â€”I of the DNA cleavage site,
and is dependent on the integrity of the C-12â€”C-15moiety of the drug
molecule. Moreover, we show that clerocidin can also stimulate
reversible DNA cuts at sites lacking guanines but having cytosines at
positions â€”1.

In sequencing gels, clerocidin stimulates its own cleavage intensity
patterns and, in contrast to mAMSA, most of the sites are irreversible
after incubation with high concentration of NaCl. The same sites also
show an increase in cleavage intensity over time up to 60 mm. This
behavior is peculiar to clerocidin, because with other topoisomerase II
poisons, the intensity of cleaved bands commonly reaches a plateau
after 5 mm of incubation (27). This marked difference between
clerocidin and other enzyme poisons is probably due to the fact that

B clerocidin-trappedtopoisomeraseIIcannotresealtheDNAbackbone,
and thus DNA breakage accumulates over time. The parallel reduction
over time of the cleavage at the 2626 site, which is not stimulated by
clerocidin (Fig. 2), can thus be explained by the progressive seques
tration of the enzyme into clerocidin-stimulated strong sites. How
ever, an appreciable number of drug-stimulated sites are indeed re
versible upon salt addition, documenting a high site selectivity of the
peculiar drug action. The statistical analyses of irreversible and re
versible sites showed that a guanine was highly preferred at â€”1
positions in the case of the irreversible sites, whereas it was excluded
at the reversible ones. This strongly indicates that: (a) clerocidin has
local base preferences analogous to all other poisons studied to date,
suggesting that it interacts with the DNA-protein interface of the
enzyme-DNA complex at the DNA site of cleavage (4); and (b)
guanines at â€”1 positions are important molecular determinants for
cleavage irreversibility. It is possible that the guanine at the â€”1
position is involved in a covalent link with clerocidin in the ternary
complex, such that DNA cleavage can no longer be resealed by the
enzyme. Indeed, a chemical modification at the 3â€ẽnd of cleaved
DNA products is supported by the observation that they had an
unexpected electrophoretic mobility relative to punne molecular
weight markers generated by the Maxam-Gilbert procedure (1 1, 16,
28) and with respect to those stimulated by mAMSA (Fig. 5). The
modification might well reflect chemical changes of DNA due to
drug-DNA adduct formation or drug-induced depurination leading to
an abasic site. However, the precise nature of the modification re
mains to be fully established.

When we looked at both strands of a cleavage site, a high hetero
geneity of behaviors could be detected. Sites could be observed that
were either reversible or irreversible at both strand cuts. However,
sites existed that were reversible at one strand, which did not have a
guanine at its â€”1 position, and irreversible at the other strand, in
which a guanine was present at its â€”1 position. These findings
document that clerocidin may stimulate irreversible double- and sin

Table I Cytotoxicityof clerocidin and other topoisomerase II poisons in two human
cancer cell lines
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Fig. 8. â€˜HNMR spectra of clerocidin in deuterated ethanol immediately after ethanol
dissolution (A) and after 7 weeks in ethanol solution at room temperature (B). Only the
modified part of the spectrum is shown.

the C-12â€”C-l5 cyclic portion of clerocidin, including a second hem
iacetal with methanol at C-14 (Fig. 1). All other hydrogens and
carbons (â€˜3CNMR spectrum not reported) were not changed 7 weeks

after ethanol storage and should then not be involved in drug reac
tivity. Because the same modifications were observed when clerocidin
was stored in chloroform (data not shown), the possibility that the
NMR results merely reflect a replacement of the methoxy group with
an ethoxy group in the C-l2---C-15 moiety could be ruled out. The
integrals of all signals showed that the total number of protons did not
vary and that only a peak shift occurred for some of them (see above),
thus indicating that no cleavage of the carbon backbone took place.

Interestingly, following the course of the transformation, the reac
tion did not proceed to completion but reached an equilibrium state, as
shown by the leveling off of the integrals of the resonances corre
sponding to the starting material (and to the products) about 2 weeks
after ethanol dissolution (data not shown). From a comparison of peak
areas, it can be established that about 45% of the initial drug remained
unchanged at the plateau level.

These results strongly indicate that structural alterations at the
C-l2.--C-l5 drug moiety occurred in ethanol solution, leading to the
observed reduction of the amount of irreversible cleavage.

Clerocidin Cytotoxic Potency. The cytotoxicity of clerocidin was
then evaluated in two different human cancer cell lines in comparison
with other topoisomerase II poisons (Table 1). Cells were treated with
drugs for 1 h and then counted after 3 days of cell culture in drug-free
medium. Clerocidin was less potent than doxorubicin and VM-26
(6.3â€”11-fold) and streptonigrin (about 240-fold). This paralleled the
lower activity of clerocidin against the purified topoisomerase II
relative to other poisons (see above).
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gle-stranded DNA cleavage. It has been reported that after salt addi
tion or heat treatment, cleavable complexes stimulated by VM-26 are
converted into another form of cleavable complex in which only one
of the two enzyme subunits remains covalently attached to the DNA,
forming a single strand break (31). The incomplete reversion of
topoisomerase LI-DNA complexes and the formation of single
stranded breakage may constitute a different type of irreversible DNA
damage that awaits the definition of its role in the cytotoxic effects of
topoisomerase II poisons.

We have also shown that clerocidin was able to undergo important
chemical modifications in ethanol solution. The sites of chemical
reaction and/or structural perturbation could be clearly identified in
the side chain containing the dicarbonyl and epoxide functions (Fig. 1,
from C-l2 to C-iS). Analogues of clerocidin, such as spirocardin B,
bearing the epoxide group and a reduced C-iS (aldehydic) function,
were shown to have lost their biological activity (30). Therefore, the
epoxide group may be less important than the carbonyl groups for
drug activity. Moreover, in our laboratory a model compound con
Wining the same functions as the C-12---C-l5 moiety of clerocidin,
except for the presence of a methyl function replacing the C-lS
aldehydic group, did not show evidence of chemical modifications
when stored in ethanol as clerocidin.4 Because the observed structural
modifications were effective in impairing the drug ability to affect
irreversibly topoisomerase 11-DNA cleavable complex, we suggest
that cleavage irreversibility is likely connected with the C-l4 and
C-iS carbonyls and is partially lost when reaction in ethanol takes
place. It is well known that clerocidin can form an equilibrium
mixture of different species, corresponding to intra- and intermolec
ular acetals or hemiacetals. Indeed, these involve the C-14 and C-l5
carbonyls and the C-12 OH (32). We infer that the structural modi
fications monitored in ethanol reflect the onset of the above equilibria.
Clearly, acetals and hemiacetals are chemical species less reactive
than free carbonyls, so that we are tempted to conclude that the
formation of such derivatives in ethanol could be responsible for the
reduced tendency of causing permanent topoisomerase-mediated
DNA cleavage. Inactivation of clerocidin in solution might also ex
plain the poor cytotoxic drug activity as compared with other topoi
somerase II poisons. However, structure-activity relationship studies
need to be performed to establish this point conclusively.

The investigations of the sequence specificity of the action of
topoisomerase II poisons have revealed several structural determi
nants of the drug activity (4). The spatial conformation and elec
tronic distribution of the drug are important determinants of the
position sequence specificity, whereas particular drug substituents
can determine the base preferred or excluded at local positions
around the site of cleavage, as is the case of the amino group of
doxorubicin (21). To our knowledge, clerocidin is the first poison
that shows a strong preference for guanines at position â€”1 (14),
which appears to be strongly associated with the irreversibility of
the DNA cleavage and the intact structure of the drug molecule.
Thus, we propose that the ability of clerocidin to modify the 3'
terminus of the cleaved DNA strand is an important molecular
determinant of its sequence specificity; the drug moiety involving
the C-12 to C-iS seems to be a good candidate for the reactive
groups of the drug that may form a covalent link with the DNA. It
is conceivable that the drug might also react with susceptible
amino acid residues at the enzyme active center.

Among the known topoisomerase II poisons, clerocidin is unique
in that it lacks even a small planar moiety. As a consequence, it
cannot intercalate into the double helix. Therefore, it is possible

that the only contact with the DNA of clerocidin is made by the
C-12â€”C-l5 moiety that may react covalently with nucleotides,
likely from a DNA groove. The structure of topoisomerase II
poisons has been rationalized in terms of a planar drug domain that
interacts with DNA; a second domain, external to the DNA, that
may interact with the protein; and a third, variable domain that may
interact with base pairs in the minor groove (4, 21 , 33, 34). Thus,
the clerocidin molecule might be constituted by the second and
third domains only, which would make its pharmacophore unique.
One may hypothesize that impairing the ability of clerocidin to
react with guanine may result in a compound that will not interfere
with the sequence specificity of the enzyme itself. The structure of
this drug may be the basis for the design of novel compounds able
to stimulate DNA cleavage without any sequence preference,
which might be useful to localize physiological genomic sites of
topoisomerase II activity and to evaluate further the mechanism of
drug interference with the enzyme-DNA complex.
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